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 The three of us live in a city and have surrounded
           ourselves with amusing things including
    people, pets and other animals, objects of all kinds, 
          a library of books and films, and a garden.
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In such a place, almost anything can be inspiring; 

          from the movement of a grasshopper 

     to a mouse caught by the house cat, 

                  to a drawing or a film by an artist.

Iran/United Arab Emirates



the colour of each day
             Every day of the week, we wear a different colour.
  Then we note the objects we find that are the colour of each day.  

      These colours, which can be found in traditional Islamic architecture, are based on  

    the legend of Bahram Gur, the Sasanian King who ordered his architect to construct  

       seven domes for each of his princesses. The colour of each dome is said to  

                      represent the seven different planets the princesses came from:

You might like to try wearing the colour of the day as you complete the activities!

                            Saturday is Black for Saturn, Sunday is Yellow for the Sun.  
Monday is Green for the Moon, Tuesday is Red for Mars, Wednesday is Blue for Mercury, 
                           Thursday is Tan for Jupiter and Friday is White for Venus.

monday
Green is the colour of gardens, the perfect place to play.

    Collect three green items from nature  

               and then stick them here or  

          use them to make a picture. 



tuesday

wednesday
Blue is the colour of the sky. Look up and see what you find.

    Do you see the sun, clouds or birds?  
            draw what you can see. 

Red is the colour of fire, which is very hot and dry.

    Name a few items that are hot,  
           then draw them here. 



thursday

friday
White is the colour of light, which helps you to see  
                                         and makes everything clear.

    Fill up this space with lead pencillead pencil 
           and use your eraser to make a picture.

Tan is the colour of soil, where things can grow.

    Draw what is growing in your 

           favourite place in the garden. 



saturday

sunday
Yellow is the colour of the sun,  
                 so it’s the best day to be joyful.

What flower do you associate with the SunSun?   
                                        Draw it here.

            Black is the colour of wisdom,  
just like the dark night that lets you see the moon.

    Draw your friend’s eyes  
           in as much detail as possible.


